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(ABSTRACT)

i
The objective of this thesis is to determine the average probability of bit error of an

I asynchronous, noncoherent, direct-sequence, code-division multiple-access (CDMA)

system using wideband M-ary FSK as bandpass modulation. The immediate analysis

and determination of the average probability of bit error is made inherently more diffi-

cult because of two random effects. The first disturbance encountered in the analysis is

the existence of additive, white, Gaussian noise and multi-user noise. The second dis-
turbance, which is more difficult to analyze, is the effect of multipath fading, which is

caused by reflections of the transmitted signal through the propagating meduim to the

i receiver.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 System Description

The objective of this thesis is to determine the average probability of bit error of a mo- P

bile, asynchronous, noncoherent, direct -seqence, code-division multiple-access (CDMA)

system using wideband M-ary FSK as bandpass modulation. The immediate analysis

and determination of the average probability of error is made inherently more difficult

because of two undesired random effects. The first disturbance encountered in the

analysis is the presence of additive, white, Gaussian noise and multi-user noise. The

second disturbance, which is more difficult to analyze, is the effect of multipath fading,

which is caused by reflections of the transmitted signal through the propagating medium

to the receiver.

The novelty of the approach presented is twofold. First, the performance criterion of the

communications system is the average probability of bit error. It is thought that by

using wideband M-ary FSK bandpass modulation the performance would improve even

under multipath fading conditions. No studies of system performance were found that
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used this type ofmodulation scheme. Second, this thesis analyzes multipath fading using
representative data obtained from a study done by Turin [1,2]. The method Turin uses
to generate this data is examined more closely in Section 2.4. Many studies were found
that represent multipath fading by a theoretical model; this one is unique in that it uses
Turin’s experimental data to characterize the multipath faded channel. Two cases will
be examined in the following analysis. The first is the ideal case in which multipath
fading is not taken into account in the analysis. The second is the nonideal case in which

multipath fading is considered.

There are two reasons for choosing M-ary FSK modulation as the bandpass modulation.

First, this higher order modulation scheme reduces the intersymbol interference effect

considerably for high values of M. Second, and more important, is the hope that wide-
band M-ary FSK will reduce the multi-user interference and partially overcome the
devastating effects of multipath fading. Also, using a wideband M-ary FSK modulation
scheme decreases the transmitted signals power spectral density in comparison to

narrowband modulation. As a result, the transmitted signal is much more difficult for

nonusers to detect. This is a desired characteristic in many CDMA systems.

1.2 Outline of Thesis

The outline of this report is as follows: ln Chapter 2, an introduction to spread spec-

trum is given. Also, the reasons for choosing M-ary FSK will be explained and a liter-
ature survey is detailed. In Chapter 3, the system is analyzed without taking multipath

fading into account and assuming that all received signals are of equal power. Since this

is a CDMA system, there will be N + l users with N -I— 1 codes assigned to each user.

Additionally the receivers will be asynchronous and noncoherent and the particular re-

Introduction , 2
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A
ceiver examined to determine the average probability of bit error will be the zeroth re-
ceiver at time instant 7}. I assme that the interuser interference is Gaussian and a

wide-sense stationary process; therefore it is possible to determine the probability of er-

ror at any time. Time 7; was chosen to make computations less complex. The expected

value and variance of the set of decision variables which will lead to the average proba-

bility of bit error of the ideal system will then be determined. Chapter 4 adds multipath

fading to all the previous assumptions. Chapter 5 is a summary with conclusions and

possible recommendations for future work.

Introduction , 3



2. SPREAD SPECTRUM

2.1 Introduction

The use of spread spectrum systems originated partially due to the unique requirements

of military communications. The need for a communication system to resist external
I interference, to operate with a low-energy spectral density, to provide multiple-access

capability without central control, and to make it difficult for unauthorized users to

observe the message led to the use of spread spectrum in almost all military communi-

cations systems.

There are two criteria a communications system must satisfy before being considered a

spread spectrum communication system. First, the transmitted signal bandwidth must

be greater than the message bandwidth. Second, the transmitted bandwidth must be

determined by some method independent of the message. Spread spectrum systems are

most cornmonly classified according to the modulation techniques used to spread the

message bandwidth to the required transmitted bandwidth. Two different modulation

techniques that accomplish the "spreading” process will be discussed in the next section.

Spread Spectrum 4



2.2 Spread Spectrum Systems

The two most common modulation techniques used in spread spectrum systems that will

be discussed are direct-sequence and frequency-hopping. Figure l shows a direct-

sequence transmitter, along with a sample binary direct-sequence code. The method in

which the code is generated is beyond the scope of this thesis and will not be explained.

However, as shown is Figure 1, there are R chips assumed in every symbol period. If

the number of chips per symbol period is large, then the transrnitted signal bandwidth

will be much larger than the message bandwidth. Thus, the second criteria characteriz-

ing a spread spectrum system is satisfied.

In the frequency-hopping spread spectrum system a frequency is transrnitted during each

time chip. The frequency is constant in each time chip but is changed ( hopped ) from

chip to chip. A predetermined code is used as input to a frequency synthesizer which in

turn generates the frequencies at each time chip. Frequency—hopping systems can be
V

characterized by either "fast-hop" or "slow-hop" systems. A spread spectrum system is

a fast-hop system if the rate at which the frequency hopping takes place is greater than

the message bit rate. A slow-hop system is characterized by a frequency hopping rate

slower than the mesage bit rate. Since the objective of the analysis is to determine how

a mobile communications system will function in a multipath fading environment,

direct-sequence spread spectrum is used. This choice is made because a direct-sequence

spread spectrum system is more resistive to multipath fading as compared to a

frequency-hopped spread spectrum system.

Spread Spectrum 5
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2.3 The CDMA / M-ary FSKSystemThe

direct-sequence, code-division multiple access ( CDMA ) system, using M-ary FSK

as bandpass modulationis shown is Figure 2. Only the zeroth transmitter/receiver pair

is shown; left out are the other N users. The direct-sequence code assigned to this pair

is p„(t), and each of the N transmitter/receiver pairs is assigned a code making a total

of N additional codes. As shown, the nonreturn—to·zero digital data stream is modulated

using M-ary FSK. To simplify receiver design a noncoherent receiver is chosen.

Therefore, each receiver is a quadrature receiver, using correlators to obtain the sum of

squares of the quadrature components, r,„, r,„..., r„,, , rM,. These components are the

decision variables whose statistical properties will be determined in the next chapter. In

order to provide a multiple access capability without a central control the system is as- I
sumed to be asynchronous. As previously mentioned, decentralized control of

thecommunicationssystem is one of the advantages of using a spread spectrum system. l
I

2.4 Literature Survey j

Most of the initial work done in spread spectrum communications was for the military

and as a result is classified material. However, over the past few years there has been

an extensive amount of work published in the public sector. Most modern communi-

cations texts contain some information on the subject. All the information previously

mentioned concerning spread spectrum communications can be found in Reference [12].

- There has been a large volume of information published about multipath fading.Whenit

is taken into account in the analysis of a particular communications system multipath I

fading is usually assumed to be a Rayleigh faded path. This assumption is an approxi- I
.. I

Spread Spectrum 7 l
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mation of the real multipath faded channel. In the following analysis I do not rely on

the work done under the pretext that the Rayleigh distribution characterizes a multipath

faded channel. Instead, the analysis relies heavily on an experiment performed by Turin
U

[1,2]. V

This experiment involved fixing a transmitter at an elevated site in the San Fransisco

Bay area. Once per second a 100-ns pulse was transmitted and then received in a van

driving through designated sections of the city. The collected data was then analyzed

to determine its statistical properties. A computer program was developed, called SURP

( Simulation of Urban Radio Propagation ), that would generate multipath delay profiles

exhibiting the statistical properties of real urban/suburban multipath fading. Figure 3

shows a sample multipath delay profile. Each vertical line represents a delayed signal

with signal strength ( in dB ) and time delay ( in microseconds ) shown. It is this type

of data that is used to measure the multipath effect on the present communication sys-

tem. The analysis of the system presented herein is done using different multipath delay

profiles of the type shown, to characterize the multipath fading channel.

i

Spread Spectrum 9
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3.1 Introduction

The ideal case is considered here to determine whether or not the wideband CDMA

communications system is in fact feasible. If] for example, the average probability of

error is found to be unacceptable under the ideal assumption, then there would be no

point in taking multipath fading into account. Determining the probability of error in

this manner also establishes the method of analysis that will be carried out for the non-

ideal case.

The statistical analysis is as follows: first the decision variables rk, rh, , rm , rM, are

determined; then the expected value and variance of each is found. With this informa-

tion in hand the average probability of error is deterrnined. Note that much of the de-

tailed mathematics performed is left to the appendices.

Before the analysis is presented, one problem which occurs under the ideal case needs

to be addressed. Under the ideal case, l assume all received signals at the zeroth receiver

The Ideal Case ll .
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are equal in magnitude. Therefore, I am eliminating one characteristic of all mobile

communication systems, the "near/far" problem. The "near/far" problem occurs when

the desired signal is transmitted from a point further from or closer to the receiver than

the other signals. The situation of interest, which is the worst case, is when the desired

transmitter is farther away and has a weaker signal than all other transmitters. This is

one of the most difficult problems to analyze; therefore the equal power assumption is

used out of necessity. Actually one aim of the wideband CDMA system is to overcome

this problem by reducing the interference of the multi-user noise compared to the desired

signal.

An additional assumption made is that the N users affecting the signal at the zeroth re-

ceiver, known as multi-user interference, are modeled as Gaussian noise. I do not as-
sume any statistical properties of this interference and will derive its expected value and

variance in Section 3.3. Additionally, I will assume the signals to be wide-sense sta-

tionary. With this in mind the average probability of error found will be independent

of time. The basis for these assumptions is work done by Turin [1].

3.2 The Decision Variables

The communication system illustrated in Figure 2 shows the nonreturn-to-zero ( NRZ

) digital data is bandpass modulated using an M-ary FSK modulator. With a modulator

of this type, there will be M different frequencies each representing k bits of NRZ digital

data (M = 2K) ; the IF signal is then spread by mixing it with the direct-sequence code.

Since I will be exarnining the zeroth transmitter-receiver pair the desired signal received

isThe Ideal Case . I2



so(t) = Apo(z) COS(27Iji[ + cpo) [3.1]

where

so(t) : desired received signal

A : received signal amplitude

po(z) : direct-sequence code of zeroth user

ß : frequency representing the first symbol of the M-ary FSK signal

cpo : phase of the received signa-1

The codes p,(t) will all be direct-sequence codes containing R chips each with time du-

ration K/R. Since I am deriving the average probability of error, an expression for the

multiuser interference is found based on the average number of users at each frequency

(symbol). The multiuser interference is then

M Nk‘ r1,,(t) = Z Z Apg: — ti) cos(2rtß,z + cp,) [3.2]
l k=1i= +1

p,(t — ti) : time delayed code of im user

wi = 9+ + 2wim

9, : is the phase at the transmitter

ti : is the time delay of the im users signal compared to the xeroth signal

NO = 0

The Ideal Case
V
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kN/M sNksk N/M +k
I

X = INTEGER(X)

M
E (N10 “ Nk—l) = N10-1

The third signal received at the zeroth receiver is additive, white, Gaussian noise (nm).

Finally, the total received signal at the zeroth receiver is expressed as

T0) = $00) + ~„0) + 11100) [331

Since the system operates under the condition that it is wide-sense stationary, time

t = 7; is chosen, and the average probability of error was found for the state of the re-

ceiver at this time. One more assumption is that so(1) at 1 = 7] is at frequency, jj. The
decision variables of interest are

dt [3.4]

rl: = —[07:’r(t)Apo(z) sin(27tßt)dt [3.5]

The derivation of expressions for the set of decision variables { rj„,rj, } where j = l to

M is found in Appendix A. The results are shown below

2 M N" Tru = EJ. cos cpo + 0.5A kill _ NZ [3.6]
= ¢= 10-1

2 M N" - T .— 0.5A E Z, sm cpj]‘o‘p(1 — t,)po(1) s1n(2vtAjjc-1z)dt1¢=1 1= N,„_l +1

+ ]o7;n(z)Apo(1) COS(2Tlj] t)dtThe Ideal Case „ I4



gs = Es sim 190 [3.7]= += 1-1

2 M N" - 7”
+ 0.5A Z _ Z sm

Ä:Nk-l—

[0Rn(t)Ap0(t) sin(27r}Q z)dt

Forj = 2,..., M

r- = 0 5/12 cos q>-[7; (t — t·) (z)dt [3 8]jc ' iz [*0-1+1 zopz 1Po •

2 M N" 7*+ 0.5A E 2cos1c=1
1= +1

k¢j

2 M N1 _ T _— 0.5A Z Esmk=1z= N,s_s +1n
k¢j

+ [07;rz(t)Ap0(t) c0s(27cjjt)dt

2 N" - 7*
gs = 0.5A E sm apijojpgt — ri)pO(t)dt [3.9]

i= +1

2 M N1 T _
-1- 0.5A Z Ecosk=1

i= Nk-1 -+-1
k¢j

2 N1 _ T+ 0.5A Z Zsm1=1z= +1
k¢jThe Ideal Case I5
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— j°07;n(t)ApO(t) cos(2rcJ§z)dt

3.3 Expected Value and Variance

The reason the expected value and variance of the set of decision variables { gc, 1;, } for

j = 1,..., M, are determined is because this statistical information will be used in the next

section to determine the average probability of error. The value of rl, is given in the

previous section, and the determination of the mean and variance follows. It should be

easy to see that the mean is

Elm} [3-101

The variance is found by the expression

2 _ _ 2 2¤r,, — v¤r( nc ) — Elm.} — (Elm) 13-11]

Therefore it is necessary to find E{r§,} . One quickly comes to the realization that this

is not a simple process. However, one simplification, after rjc is multiplied out, is that

the expected value of a sum is equal to the sum of the expected value of each component

in that sum. After finding rf, it was found that many of the components in the sum of

expected values equate to zero, because the following conditions exists

Efpzffi “ Tl)pj([2 ' W} = P1([1 “ Tz)°PJ([2 " T;) [ 7é.l I3-I2]

= 0 • O

= 0

The Ideal Case I 16



This is seen more clearly in the derivation of var(r,,) in Appendix B.

One additional comment concerning the determination of E{r§,} is that a situation arises

where there is a component of the form

CO$( [1) COS( 13-131

After changing variables t = rl — tz , o = tl + tz and knowing that the determinant of

the Jacobian matrix equals 2.0, it can be shown that the above expression reduces to

T 2 T 2A 2; - 1 1 ß (1=)<=¤S(2¤Aß -10 A 27} - 1 1 B(1)where

ß(t) is the autocorrelation function of the direct sequence codes and is given by

R I T I Ts1 — —— s —
Bü) = T, III R [3-14] _

0 elsewhere

The solution of the above integral is detailed, but not overly complex and appears in

Appendix B. The final value of var( r,,) is given below

2 N l lGEM = V6ZY( TIC) = Ü•5NO Es + 2 *' [3.15]

+ E3 € <Ä>———’L—T ><R=2 M [21m(k — 1)]

10 R ( cos[21m(—/[ll-)] — 1) 2(1 — R) sin|i2m1(£l)]
(2R [21m(k — 1)] E2vw</< — 1)]

The Ideal Case 17
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Notice that if large values of R (the number of chips), n (the integer spacing of the

orthogonal frequencies) , and k ( the number of bits per symbol) are assumed then, some

of the terms in the sumrnation could be approximated as zero.

Given the expected value and variance of thedecision variable, rle, the mean and vari-

ance of the decision variable rl, were found. The results showed that E(rl,) = E, sin (pl,

and var(rl,) = v6zr(rl,) - a likely conclusion. By inspection the mean of the other decision

variables was determined to be zero and the variance to be equal to the variance of rl,.

With these results, the average probability of error is found in the next section.

3.4 Probability ofError

The average probability of bit error, for the ideal case will now be deterrnined; the

method followed is detailed in Reference [ 9 ]. The average probability of error is given

as

Pel = 1 — Pr(r2<rl fl r3<rl fl FI rM<rl Iso) [3.16]

= 1 rl, ,rM drM

Since r„, , m = 1, 2, ..., M are independent variables, due to the orthogonal frequency

spacing, the density function above can be expressed as

M1¤( nw ISO) = m-Q l1¤<r„.|S0) [3-171

° Needed now is an expression relating the decision variables rle, rl,, , rm, rm to the

above probability distributions. The probability functions were for m = 1

The Ideal Case ‘ 18
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( Z + E2) Erp(rlcvr1s I So) = Ä—¢><P — l—;··“i—·· !¤(—°}) I3-181Zw,

Zandfor xn aé l
I

1 nl.
p(rmcv rms I SO) [3*19]

21:0% 2 0%

where

1,,, = „/1·E„ + r3„_„ [3.20]

Given that the relation between r„„, r,„, and r,„ is

p(rm I so) = 21:rmp(rmC, rm I so) [3.21]

For m = 1

Ef) 1;,1,P(V1 I So) = *7 ¢XP
Orla Orla

and for m ¢ l

rm ri,p(rm I so) = T-exp — —-j- [3.23]
O-rlc 2 Orla

For m ¢ 1 , it is known that

f' F Vm rg?]‘0‘p( rm I so )drm =
]‘0‘—{-exp — ——;— drm [3.24]

6% 20%

The Ideal Case 19
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—
*1= 1 — exp ——T

Ii 26,161

The average probability of error is now of the form

1281 = 1 - jÄ° [If 1¤( [3-16]

¤¤ M-1= 1 -10 1- <·=X1>( - -7) p(>‘1IS0)<1r1
26,16

2

r26,16

It is known that

I 2 _ M .. 1 . 2
r _ M l . Jy1- 1-¤><p<-#5->“‘= _;<-1V‘<

>~=><p<—+> 13.251

26rlcThereforethe entire expression , P,1 , is given by

M—1 . M - 1 ‘ 2P8, = jf _; 1- 1V‘<
6 >¤>11¤< - Ä-;) 13-161

J-I J 26,.16

2 2 + E2 EX lg-
¢XPOrlc 26rlc Grlc

Which simplifies to

The Ideal Case 20
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[

111-1 . M ‘ l · E2
p = .. [

+‘ L. L _61 j§l( Y [316]

Ef .Where the value ofE7- was determmed to be
’lc

E.? N6 N [ 1 1 ] M N 212——- = -— + 4(—) ·— —— + Z (—)———-———>< [3.26]221,1} E1 M 3R 12122 1<=2 M [21111112 — 1)]2

10 R ( cosIi21m(—]$-l-)] — 1) 2 (1 — R) sin[21tn(—@-1-L-);|
(2 + ..L ++R

[2TU’I(/{ — 1)] E2¤~(/< — 1)]

Since it has been assumed that all the waveforms are equally likely the average proba-

bility of symbol error is

‘ Ps = Pe] [3.27]

It is shown in Reference [9] the average probability of bit error ( k bits in a symbol ) is

_ 212-1 — 212-121 ‘ ERTT 2 ‘ ERT? 22 12221
With the value of P,] known the value of P,, can be determined. Numerical results follow

in the next section.

The Ideal Case 21 u
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3.5 Numerical Results

The average probability of bit error as given in Section 3.4 is now examined for specific
Evalues ofj, M ( the number of frequencies), R ( the number of chips per symbol ), n

0

( the frequency spacing, equal to an integer value of -% , n being the integer ), and N

+ 1 ( the number of users ). The following is a list of the different values used for each

of these variables

EL = 10 10 20 aßNo

N = 16, 50, 100, 150, 200

M = 2, 16, 32

n = 32, 64, 128, 256

R = 255, 511,1023

Plots of each combination of the above variables were generated, but all of the plots are

not included. Note that a bit rate of 64 kbps was assumed in order to calculate the

bandwidths given for each plot.

At this point in the analysis certain plots are chosen that demonstrate the performance

of the CDMA communications system. The plots selected are shown in Figure 5 — Fig-

ure 13, located at the end of Chapter 5. The first three plots shown ( Figure 5 — Figure

7 ) demonstrate the performance of the system when there are only 2 frequencies used

in the FSK modulation scheme ( M = 2 ) and R is set to the smallest value used ( R= 255

The Ideal Case _ 22



). Figure 6, as compared to Figure 5, exemplifies the increase in performance by in-

creasing the frequency spacing four times. Notice also the increase in bandwidth. Fig-

ure 7 shows the performance over that shown is Figure 6 by increasing the chip rate to

the largest value used ( R= 1023 ). For a small number of users there is a dramatic in-

crease in performance. But, the tradeoff is a dramatic increase in bandwidth. This does «

not seem to be a practical tradeoff Therefore a second case was analyzed for a larger

value of M.

By changing only the value of M to 16, the plots shown in Figure 8 - Figure 10 were

generated. An interesting result is that by increasing M from 2 to 16 the bandwidth in

two of the plots ( Figure 8, Figure 10) was decreased from the previous case ( Figure 5,

Figure 7 ) and the average probability of bit error improved. Therefore, I conclude that

by just increasing the bandwidth the communications systems performance does not

necessarily improve. In comparing the two sets of plots ( Figures 5-7 to Figures 8-10 )

one can see that the second set shows a substantial improvement in the average proba-
” bility of bit error over the first set.

Finally three more plots were generated by increasing M to 32. Figure 11 demonstrates

the system performance using the smallest values of n and R, just as in Figure 5 and

Figure 8, with M = 32. Notice that although the bandwidth increased as compared to

the second case ( M = 16 ) it is still smaller than the first case ( M = 2 ) examined, how-

ever the performance has again improved. Figure 13 shows the extreme case where the

values of M, R, and n are equal to the largest values used. Notice though the bandwidth

in the last case ( Figure 13 ) is very large.

At this point in the analysis certain plots are chosen to be used under the multipath

fading condition. The plots not chosen are those for which the probability of bit error
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was poor. Since the analysis has been for the ideal case, it makes sense to delete condi-

tions of M, n, and R which demonstrate a poor value of P, because the probability of

bit error will only worsen under multipath fading conditions.

ln conclusion, the combination of n, M, and R that gave the best results, or lowest value

of P,, occurred when n, M, and R were large. Increasing the frequency spacing ( i.e.

increasing the value of n ) decreases the value of P, noticeably. Also increasing the

number of bits per symbol ( i.e. increasing M ) and increasing the number of chips per

symbol ( i.e. increasing R ) lowers the value of P,.
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4.1 Introduction

~ In Chapter 3 the ideal case was considered ( no multipath fading ). However, this in not

an accurate model of a real mobile communication system. Therefore to attempt to

model the mobile system, multipath fading must be considered. In the ideal case the

"near/far" problem was elirninated by making all received signals at the zeroth receiver

equal ( the equal power assumption ). When considering multipath fading it is not ac-

curate to use the equal power assumption. As discussed in Chapter 2, a number of

multipath delay profiles, generated by SURP, were used to represent the signal ampli-

tudes of the multipath fading channel.

All other assumptions used in the ideal case will also be true for the nonideal case. Also,

the analysis, as mentioned before, will be identical to that followed in Chapter 3 with the

only exception that multipath fading is now considered.
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4.2 The Decision Variable

The mobile system, under multipath fading conditions, is represented in the following

manner. The total received signal at the zeroth receiver is expressed below. Notice the

first term is the desired signal at the zeroth receiver, the second term is the self-noise

interference ( i.e. the other signals from the zeroth transmitter generated by multipath

effect), the third term is multiuser interference that has undergone multipath fading, and

the fourth term is additive, white, gaussian noise ( L is the number of delayed paths )

r(!> = aui·1¤u(! — To — w>¤¤S(Z¤ß! — (Por + wu) [411

1.+ gl auum ! — To — M) Cas (Zaß! — mu + wu)
l¢l’

1. M N1.+ E Z_ E aum! — ai — M) Cas (Zaß.! — wu · au)
1:1 l= +1

T "th ( [ )

In the discussion which follows

Clog! is the random variable representing the signal strength of the zeroth transmitter at

the zeroth receiver associated with the l' faded path.

aol: is the random variable representing the signal strength of the zeroth transmitter at
· the zeroth receiver associated with the I faded path.
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p0(t — t0 — ^c,· ): is the time delayed code of the zeroth transrnitter/receiver pair

with an absolute time delay between the transmitter and receiverof 1:0 , and due to

multipath effect an additional delay of Tr

pg t — tl — tl ): is the time delayed code of the i transmitter/receiver pair with an

absolute time delay between the i transmitter and zeroth receiverof Ti , and due

to multipath effect an additional time delay of tl

61,,: is the random variable representing the signal strength of the i transmitter at

the zeroth receiver associated with the l faded path.

I': is the desired path that the zeroth receiver will synchronize to.

As in Chapter 3, the receiver is examined at time t = 7] and I assume the desired signal

is at frequency Ji, as shown by the first term of r(t). An additional criterion placed on

the system is that 1 assume all the delay times due to multipath effect will be within the

interval of integration. lf this condition is satisfied, intersymbol interference does not

occur, and the analysis is simplified greatly. Also, the effects of multipath fading are

then only a degradation of the ideal case presented in Chapter 3.

The assumption that intersymbol interference does not occur is based on extensive work

done by Turin [1,2], Hashemi [3], Kamil [4], and Cox [5]. In his examinations of

mulitpath fading effects, Cox found that most delays with significant signal strength

occur within 9 or 10 micoseconds and signals with delays greater than 9 to 10 micro-

seconds are much lower in amplitude. Turin also observed that signals with delays

greater than 7 microseconds were not of any significant signal strength to be considered.

Figure l shows a sample delay profile.
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These delay profiles were generated based on an experiment led by Turin [1,2], and the
delay profiles were found in Hashemi’s work [3] ( Hashemi was a graduate student
working under Turin ). Hasherni shows that the generation of the delay profiles, by

SU RP, match the statistical properties of experimentally determined multipath fading.

Getting back to the initial assumption that all the delay times due to multipath will be

within the interval of integration, 7] , suppose the following condition is arbitrarily set

T, 2 20 useconds [4.2]

Then, the symbol rate R, is

12, = l- S 50 ksps [4.3]
Ts

With a symbol rate of 50 ksps, and assuming this is a communications channel with K

= 2, 3, 4, or 5 ( bits / symbol ) corresponding to data rates of 100, 150, 200, or 250 kbps

the assumption that all delay times due to multipath will be within the interval of inte-

gration, 7,, seems very realistic. Note, that if high data rates are going to be used then

the assumption made above may or may not hold true ( it depends upon K - the number

of bits per symbol and the symbol rate ).

Since the receiver will synchronize the direct sequence code it generates to the direct se-

1 quence code associated with the term po ( 1 — 1,, — 1,) all other codes in the self—noise

term can be represented by p, ( 1 + 1, — 1,) instead ofp,,( 1 — 1,, — 1,) . Notice, after

the desired receiver signal is synchronized, the self-noise terms offset each other by the
' time 1, — 1, .

The following assumption is made
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I Ty — 1,I 2 TC [4.4]

Ä . . .where TC = E- 1S the chip duration.

The above resolvability condition is necessary so that all the paths created by the

multipath effect can be resolved, i.e. one path can be "separated" in time from earlier

and later paths. From experimental data [ 1,5 ] it has been observed that if a wideband

system is used ( BW > 10 MHZ ) the resolvability condition will be met. Just as before

the decision variables of interest are

r,C dt [3.4]

1; .r,C = — jo r(1)ApO(t) s1n(21g]1)dt [3.5]

The derivation of the decision variable r,C is found in Appendix C. Notice only r,C is

found because in the derivation of the probability of error in Chapter 3 only r,C was

needed. The result is shown below

rlc = 0-5A Tsqm ¤¤S(q>0 · qm) [4-51

1-

qml¢I'

M N1 1- T
I

+ 0.5AkZ N Z HZ a,, cos( tp, 1) cos( 211AßC-,1) dt
-1 ,,-1 - =1

M N1 1- _ T _— 0.5A Z Z E a,, s1n( tp, 1) s1n(211Af}C-,1) dt
1-1 11,,-, -1 1-1

l
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+ Ajon n(z)pO(t — to — 1:;) cos( 21tj[t)dt

Where mv —· T) = Mr — T. — ulm! — To — w) I4-61

4.3 Expected Value and Variance

The derivation of the expected value and variance follows the same outline as in Section

3.3. However, due to the inclusion of multipath fading, the derivation and value of

_ var(r„) is more complicated than in the ideal case. Beginning with the mean value I

showed that

ATElm} = few ¤¤S<<1>¤ — <¢>«„·> I4-7l

Again, the expression for variance is .

2 _ _ 2 2¤r,„ — Vadm) — EMC} · (E{>‘„}) I4-8]

For any clarification of the following derivation reference to Section 3.3 or Appendix D

would be in order. However, a situation arises in the derivation that is worthy of men-

tion.

The expected value of the self-noise term( the second term in equation [4.5] ) is as fol-

lows is as follows

E 2 _ 2 L -2 2 _{s } — 0.25A E1 ao, cos (cpo cpo,) >< [4.9]

l¢l'
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T1' °' T1) Polfz 'l' T1' ‘ T1) Po(T1)P0(T2) TTT1 TTT2

It was assumed the delayed term in the integrand is independent from the nondelayed

term or

p0([l + T1' “ T1) P0(T2 + T1' “' T1) Po(T1)P0(T2) [4-10]

= pO([l + Tr — =1>pT<1T + Tr — t1>pT<1T>pT<rT>

= ßzm — rz)

Where ß(0) is given is Section 3.3. The reasoning behind the assumption is that, given

a certain delay profile for the zeroth user, the receiver will synchronize its code, p,,(1) ,

with only one of the delayed signals. To be able to synchronize, the following condition

was previously assumed

Tg — T, | 2 TC [11.4}

The other delayed signals will be multiplied by a time delayed version of the code, p,,(1)

, thus the despreading characteristic of the spread spectrum system will affect the delayed

signals of the zeroth user just as the system affects the other N users signals undergoing

multipath fading. This physical occurrence allows me to assume the condition of inde-

pendence for the delayed signals of the zeroth user ( the "se1f-noise" ) . Finally the in-

tegral is evaluated as ( a result in agreement with Turin [1,2] )

[07;]; p0([1 + T1' "° T1) p0([2 + T1' ‘ T1) P0(T1)P0(T2) ÖT1 dT2 {4-lll
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The value for var(r,„) including multipath fading is listed below in two different forms.

The first equation is the theoretical representation where there are Eli- users at each

frequency ( symbol ) thus giving the average value of var(r„). The second equation is

the analytical value of var(r„) used for simulation which includes the N-1-1 user’s

multipath fading delay profiles as data.

6316 = var(r1C) [4.12]

ET —i————l—— lV—€E1a3}SS 3R 12R2 1=1 SS 3R l2R2 li/[l=l I

I;—‘l'

L
N M L 2 R+ 0.5ET (——) Z Z ><S S M R=21=1 ll 1)]2

1) 2(l — R) S1¤12¤„(-’L?-L)1
(2 .1. ..L .1..1.R

[2¤„(R — 1)]2 E2¤¤</< — 1)]

1 ESNO
2

The second form follows

6316 = var(r1C) [4.13]
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2 6.22,8,l; 2 .222] 2 E{a§} 2 E 8 [22 2 2 2 21.213R l2R2 1=1 ss 3R IZRZ i=ll=l Z
l¢I’

M Nk L 2 R+ 0.5E_,T, Z E E E{a„} (ll-) ><18=zz= 1v,,_, +1 1=1 [2„„(k - D]2

10 R ( cos[21m(£l)] — 1) 2(I - R) sin[21m()]
(2 + -1- + + ————ß—-—)

R [21m(k — 1)]2 |Ä2¤~(/< · 1)]

It can be shown that the variance of r,, and of the other decision variables rm, r„„ m =

2,...,M are identical to that of rl,. Finally the error is determined in the next section.

4.4 Probability ofError

The average probability of error, under the multipath fading condition, will now be de-

termined. The method followed is the same as in Section 3.4; therefore, only the Hnal

form of the equation for error is shown

M—1 . M ‘ 1 1 j E2
P = — 1 +1 -—-— — — —L 3.1681 j§l( Y (

j 1

Notice that the expression for P„, under the ideal case and the case including multipath

fading are the same. The only difference between the two cases is the value of 62,6 . TheThe Nonideal Case 33
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analytical form of 63,6 found in Section 4.3 is referred to now in order to determine the
Evalue of ——¥ .

2 Cglc

The difference in the equation for var(r,„) under the ideal case and var(r,,) under the

nonideal case is that in the equation for var(r,„) under the nonideal case, 61,,, and 61,, can-

not be assumed to be equal to A ( the assumed signal strength of the desired path - 61,,,

) . Therefore a method to generate this data was needed.

i The multipath delay profiles are used to provide the data necessary for the system sim-

ulation. These delay profiles characterize the multipath fading characteristics in four

different environments:

Area A : heavily built-up urban area
Area B : downtown part of a city
Area C : downtown part of a small-size city
Area D : residential suburbs of cities

The data used for simulation was the data generated by SURP assuming operation in

Area A.

The method of assigning numerical values for 61,,, and 61,, was established as follows. First

a single path from one delay profile was chosen as the path (I') to which the zeroth re-

ceiver would synchronize. All other delays from this chosen delay profile were then

designated as the self-noise interference delays ( i.e. the a,,, terms ). Then, N ( the number

of interfering users ) additional delay profiles were used to generate the terms 61,,

i= 1,...,N l= l,...,L. The numerical value assigned to the a,,, and 61,, terms was relative

to the signal strength of 61,,, . Therefore, it was assumed the desired path was at signal

strength 61,,, = A , and all other terms were expressed as 61,,, = m,,, A and a,, = m,, A where

The Nonideal Case
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_ G11mi, —
76- 1 [4.15] 1

Figure 4 shows some of the data used in the simulation. Note that 48 different multipath

delay profiles were obtained from Hashemi [3]. Therefore, for the cases where N is

greater than 48 some delay profiles are used more than once. These values are then used

in the simulation to determine P,, .

The following analytical formula is used to represent the variance of r,„ in the simulation

6316 = var(r1C) . [4.16]

2 1 1 L 2 2 1 1 L N‘ 2= ———- — — 2 E i- —— ———— - 1Esl 3 R 12 122 llgr mss + S16 R 12 122 ]s!§11§1mLl
I¢I'

1v+1s§5 5 5 1+151;---1-) X1=1 12=21= 1v,,_, +1 [2„„(k - 1)]

10 R ( cos[21cr1(-)] — 1) 2(l — R) sin|:21tn(-/LI-}-)]1 R R(2 + — + l--—l————— + ——————————-——)R [21m(12 — 1)]2 E2¤¤</< — 1)]

616 ESNO
2

Also, the analytical expression used to represent , including multipath effects is
'lc
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ZEROTH USER ( mol ) USER

+ SELF - NOISE • •• ·USER ONE • •• SEVENTEEN
mo 1 = 1.ooo (=A> m1 1 = 0.61+9 1617 1 = 6.659 '
mo 2 = 1.122 ml 2 = 0.178 ml? 2 = 0.075 '
mo 3 = 2.371 ml 3 = 0.649 ml? 3 = 2.371

mo u = 0.274 ml 6 = 0.422 ml? Ä = 13.335
mo 5 = 0.422 ml 5 = 2.371 m17 5 = 0.649
mo 6 = 0.649 ml 6 = 0.178 ml? 6 = 0.422 _
mo 7 = 0,178 ml 7 = 0.274 ml? 7 = 2.371
mO 8 = 0,274 ml 8 = 0.649 ml? 8 = 0.049
mo 9 = 0.178 ml 9 = 0-178 ml-7 9 = 2-371
mo lO= 0.032 ml 1O= 0.274 ml? 1O= 0.075
mo 11= 0.049 ml l1= 0.274 m17 11= 0.115
mo 12= 0.032 m1 12= 0.032 ml? 12= 0.178
mo l3= 0.075 m1 13= 0.075 m17 13= 0.115

m1 1,_1= 0.021 ml? 111= 0.075
m1 15= 0.075 m17 15= 0.032

ml?16:m17
17= 0.013

Figure 4. MULTIPATH DELAY DATA
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E13 1 1 1 L 2 1 1 L N1 2——— = 2 —— — ———-— 4 ———— — — - 4. 73 R 12 R2 1;:1 mol + 3 R 12
m” [ 1 ]

I¢I'

M N

I=1 11=21= 1v,,_, +1 [2„„(k - 1)]

k - 1 - k — 110 R (cos 2rm(——1T) — 1 ) 2(1 — R) sm 2TCl’l(T)
(2 + l + + —--——-——————)

R [21122111 — 1)] E2¤~(/< — 1)]

No
+ i.

Es

Using the above equation in the expression for error will give the final results. Since it

has been assumed all waveforms are equally likely the average probability of symbol er-

ror is

P1 = P8, [3.27]

It is shown in Reference [ 7 ] the average probability of bit error is

2K-l 2K-lP1: 21*:71 = $#11 RN]

With the value of P„, known the value of P1, can be determined. Numerical results follow

in the next section.
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4.5 Numerical Results I

The average probability of bit error, as given in Section 4.4, is examined for specific

values of 7%:)-, M ( the number of frequencies ) , R ( the number of chips per symbol ) ,

n ( the frequency spacing ) , and N + 1 ( the number of users ) . The three different

cases examined are shown is Figure 14 - Figure 16. These three examples are selected

because they show, for small N ( N= 16 ), that the CDMA system including multipath

effect is theoretically feasible with the given values of M, R, and n. All other combina-

tions of M, R, and n demonstrated worse performance than the three cases shown. Note

that Figure 14 - Figure 16 correspond to Figure 10, Figure 12, and Figure 13.

In comparing the plots in the ideal case to those in the nonideal case l conclude that the

multipath fading effects have a devastating affect on the CDMA systems performance.
_ The large bandwidth required to obtain a reasonable value of bit error probability (

possibly 10** ) even for a small number of users ( N= 16 ) does not indicate this wide-

band CDMA system would be commercially feasible. Note, a bit rate of 64 kbps has

again been assumed in order to calculate the bandwidth given in each plot.
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5. CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary of Work A

The analysis of a mobile, asynchronous, noncoherent, direct—sequence, code—division

multiple-access ( CDMA ) system using wideband M-ary FSK as bandpass modulation

was performed using the average probability of bit error as a criterion for establishing

the feasibility of the system. Two cases were considered, the first being an ideal case

where no multipath fading was considered and the second being a nonideal case where

multipath fading was added. The results obtained showed that, in order for the system

to be implemented it is necessary that the system use a large number of chips per symbol

( 1023 was the largest used in the analysis ) and the orthogonal frequencies must be

spaced widely.

It was hoped at the beginning of this work the wideband CDMA communications sys-

tem would demonstrate a small enough value of bit error probability ( possibly 10*3 ) to

be a realistic mobile communications system. But the bandwidth required to alleviate

the multipath fading is to great to justify its use. However, in the ideal case the system
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demonstrated more favorable results. This indicates that if the communications system

is not going to operate in a severe multipath fading environment there may be some

application for its use.

5.2 Recommendations

In order for the communications system to be implemented, the probability of bit error

must be reduced for the case where a large number of users exists, possibly n = 100.

With the addition of coding and diversity it is hoped the probability of bit error could „

be reduced-possibly another 3 dB to 5 dB.
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Appendix A. DERIVATION OF DECISION

VARIABLES

The decision variables r,c and r,, are determined from the following formulas

rw = j07;r(t)Ap0(z) cos(211ß:) dt [2.4]
A

rl, = — j‘O7;r(t)Ap0(t) sin(2¤ßz) dm [2.5]

Additionally, r(t) is given by

M Nk
r(t) = Ap0(t) cos(21t_/Qt + cpo) + [El i: NZ +1 Apl(t — ri) cos(2¤j}<t + cpi) [A.l]

+ nzh (I)
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Now finding r,,

rlc = rlca + rlcb + rlcc [A2]

rm = joy; A2pO(z)cos(21tßt + q>0)p0(t)cos(21tj]z) dt [A.3]

A2= Tj0npä<r>( <=¤S<<1>S> + <=<>S<4¤1i¢ + <1>0))dt

Since the high frequency term will integrate to zero the result is

A2 T,rlca = —T¤¤S (Po [A-31

Since

E _ ,42 T,S · 'j*‘ [A-4]

V Hm = ES <=¤S wo {A-31

Now -

[
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T M Nk
rm, = j‘0’

[El I- NX +1 Apß — ti)cos(21cß<r + (pi) ApO(t) cos(27tfQt) dt [A.5]— — 2-1

2 M N" T= A __ Z dt
k—1 z- Nk-1 +1

Note that the high frequency term in the expansion of cos(-)cos(-) will be neglected since

the integrator acts as a low-pass filter.

A2 M N" TVxcb = = Tkél I: Nil +1 COS cpijos PÄZ " Tz)P0(Ü COS(2"A/2:-1Üdt—

T E _ E sm tpijgpgt — ti) p0(:) s1n(21tAj§{_lz) dt
IC:] Z: N/(-1 +1

where

(/< — 1)$/2-1 J2S

Also

rm = jo?} n(t) A pO(z) cos(21tßz) dt [A.7]

The resulting value of r,„ is shown below
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rss = Es cos ipo + 0.5A2k;l i— dt [2.6]

-
_

k—l

— . - ‘ t - - t _ t05A2§ ig ° Tl )()°(2Af )dtpl Tipo Sm 7* k 1

+ ]07;r1(t)Ap0(t)cos(21tj]t) dt

Note that a similar derivation of rl, can also be made, and for the sake of brevity the

value of rl, can be found in the text of Chapter Two. One final comment is that although

the values of rss, rs, j= 2,..., M were found they will not be shown here but in the text.
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Appendix B. DERIVATION OF VARIANCF.

An expression for the term var(r,„) is found in this section, where 0

VaI°( rlc ) = E{r1c2} " (E{rlc})2 [2-11]

To begin, the value of r,„ is expressed in a summation as shown

rl0=a+b+c [2.6]

cz = E, cos cpo

b = A2 if dt
1«=1 z= 1v,,_, +1 2

— A2 gl! _ pg: - ·c,)po(r) sin(2vtAj},_,z) dt
1«=1 1= N,,_, +1 2

c = [07; rz(t)Ap0(z) cos(2vcf]t) dt
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Now rlc is

lic = az + bz + cz +2ab + zac + zbc [B.1}

Which leads to

E(r?C) = E(a2) + E(b2) + E(c2) + 2E(ab) + 2E(ac) + 2E(bc) [B.2]

The following were then found

E(a2) = El? cosztpl, [6.21

E(ab) = 0 [B.4]

E(ac) = 0

0 [B.6]

The value E(bz) was then determined. First the expression for bz was simplified

b = bl + bz
F [B.7]

bl = A2 pg! — tl)plg!) cos(21tAßl-l!) dt [B.8]
1«=1 z= +1 2

b2 = — A2 äf dt [B.9]
1«=1j= 1v,„_l +1 2

The expression for E(bz) is then
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E(b2) = E(/Ä) + 2E(b1b2) + E(b§) [R10]

The first term was found as follows

M N M N cos tp- cos q>—
I2? = A4 E E4 E E? ——— >< [B.ll]

k=li= 1v,,-,+1p=1j=zvP_,+1 4

dh df;

Now, taking the expected value of the above, the following results. Note, the summa-

tion is shortened below

cos tp- cos tp- .....—_.—....... ..........
Efbfl = /142 E(———j;) [O4 {O4 PM · TJPM — T;) P«M)P«M) >< [B12]

As mentioned in Section 2.3 the change of variables t = t, — tz, 6 = z, + :2 was made,

and knowing the determinant of the Jacobian transformation matrix equals 2.0, the

above integral reduces to

7* 2 7* 24 27;-u n ß <t><=¤S(2¤A1E.- => 4 gg-: « ß <·¤>¤¤S<2¤Aß.- ¤>[OR Im 4 ———l———21 d6d1: + jok lm 4 —-lr1 614GdT

where ß(‘c) is the autocorrelation function of the direct sequence codes and is given by
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I

R I TI TSß<=>= 4 1;.
‘4‘ S 12 [2-14]

0 elsewhere

The solution of the above integral is tedious and is left to the reader if desired. The final

value of E(bi) is then

A4NT2 M A4 NT4Ew?) = — -4-;] + 2 (W5-><-——!¢—T> >< 16.131
4 12R RS4 [21m(k — 1)]

2 1) (1 —12)(1
+ —;————-———— + -—-i—————-—-)

[2¤„(12 — 1)]4 C2¤~</< - 11]

The same procedure is used to determine E(b§) and the details will be omitted. The final

value of E(b§) is

A4 NT4 M A4NT4E(b§) = ‘ + E (jlf) (jlgjj) X [B14]
12R RS4 [2rm(/< — 1)]

8 R ( cos[21m(§-1-)] — 1) (1 — R) sin[21m(l(l)]
1 R R(1 + — +—————i—————R

[2¤„(k — 1)]4 E2¤~</< — 1)]

The second term was found to be V

E(b1b2) = 0 [B.l5]

The final value of E(b4) was then obtained (

l
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,,1,,21: Jiä .;-.1..
+£‘§. g',;1.1...6_..X ,,10

2M 3 R 2 4 k=2 M 2 [ i I
12R [2rm(/< — 1)]

V 10 1) 2(1 —R)(2.1. ..1.. .1..1.R
[2,1,1111 — 1)] [211:111/< — 11]

The expected value of cz was found to be

E NE(c2) = J2-} [B.16]

Since

_ A2TSEs " -5- 1/4-41

‘ The expected value of ri, is now

E N v 1 1E(r?C) = Ef COS2(.P0 + + 2E_$(?<ü-)[T§- - —-T] [6.2}12 R

M+ E§ g; (..%)....l...T X
1<=2 1 [21m(k -1)] 0

10 R ( cos[21m(£—I%L)] — l) 2(1 — R) sin[2¤n(-%L)]12 + ä + ————————1——— + ———————————>
[211,1111 — 1)] [21m1/< — 11]
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6;,, = Varülc) = EU?.) — (E(m))2 [2-11]

The final value for the variance of r,„ is

N l 163,. = v¤r< Vic) = 0-5No [2-15]

M
+ E? E (..N.).„.IÄ...Ü X

R=2 M [21m(k — 1)]

1) 2(l —R)(2
+ ++R[21m(k — 1)] E2¤n</< - 1)]

One final note concerning the values of var(r,,) and var(rg„), var(rj,) j= 2,...,M. The val-

ues mentioned were determined and Found to be equal to the value of“ var(r„) shown

above. The only difference being the expected values of rjc, rj, j= 2,...,M are zero.
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Appendix C. DERIVATION OF DECISION

VARIABLE

Just as in Appendix A the decision variable rl: is determined from the equation shown

below. The difference now being that multipath fading is included

dt [2.4]

where

#(0 = ¤01p0(#)<=¤S(2¤Ji# + @0 + @01) [3-ll

1+ IQ ¤011¤0(1 + Tr —— ‘¤1) ¤¤S(2¤ß# + @0 — @01)
1=1

M N1. 1.+ ; __ E @1 ¤111>1(# — Ti ·· =1) ¤¤S(2¤1E11 + @1 — @11)11-1 1- 01,.-1 +1 1-1

+l
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J
Finding r,„, it is expressed as

rlc = rlca + rlcb + rlcc + ylcd [(:-1]

where

wc — <J>c1>pc(¢> ¤¤S<2¤1i¢>dr [C-21

A agp T= —-T-L <=¤S<<1>c — wer)

The second term is

L T1 " T1) COS(2¤ßI + (po — tpoj) ApO(t) cos(21tjQz)dt [C,3]

I¢I'

L= 0.5/lI§]G01C¤$(@0 ‘ @01) Tr dt
1¢1'

The third term is

T M N1 L [
Vice = _l0‘

kg __ E ; Güpjf — Ti — tl) COS(271f}([ + (pl — (pn) >< [CA] ]-1 z- Nk__[+1l—1
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E I
ApO(t — 10 — rn) cos(2vrj]z) dt

which simplifies to

M N1. Mnn = 0-5A [EN: NEIN [Elan <=¤S<<1>n — an) >< {C5]

r) dt

M Nk L _— 0.5A E Z E an s1n(<pi — q>„) ><1n=1z= Nk_1-+-lI=l

r) dt

· Where Pzo([ ’ T) = PÄI " T: To ‘ T1') l3—6l

The fourth term is

rm = joy; n(t)Ap0(t — *:0 - tn) cos(2vtj]t) dt [C.6]

The final value of r,„ is shown in Section 3.2. ·
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Appendix D. DERIVATION OF VARIANCE

The derivation of the term var(ri„) , under the multipath fading condition, will be deter-

mined in this section, where

‘ 2 _ _ 2 2¤„„ — varvii) —· Elm} — (Elm) I2-111

To begin, the value of ri, is expressed in a summation as shown

r,c=a+s+b+c [D.1]

ATsaOI'a = *:2*** ¢¤$(<Po " <Por)

LS Tr — 11>.¤0<¢>dt
1=1

M Nk L Tb = 0.5A Z Z 2 ai, cos(q>i — 19,,) j0‘pi,,(z — 1) cos(211Aj]i-i1) dt
1«=1 1= Ni,_, +1 1=1

M N1 L _ T _— 0.5A E E Z ai, s1n(q>i — <pi,) jO‘pi0(r — 1) s1n(211Aßi-,z) dt T1«=1 1= 1v,,_, +1 1=1
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Where Pzolt — 1) = px! — 1; — =l)po(¢ — To — tr)

C = Alon~(!).vo(¢ · To — Tr) <=¤S(2¤ß¢)dt

Now E{ril} ao

E(r?c) = E(a2) + E(s2) + E(b2) + E(c2) + 2mo) + 2mb) [0.2)

+ 2E(ac) + 2E(sb) + 2E(sc) + 2E(bc)

The following terms were then found

ATG0l·E(¤2> = (—§·—)2 ¢¤S2(<Po — wor) [D-31

E(as) = 0 E(sb) = 0
E(ab) = 0 E(sc) = 0 [D.4]
E(ac) = 0 E(bc) = 0

The value E(sz) was then found (as mentioned in Section 3.3, the result follows )

2 22 _ A Ts l _ l L 2Els ) 2l I:2 R 12I¢I’

The value of E(bz) was then determined

b = bl + bz [D.6] ,

M NK L T ·
bl = 0.5A E E E all cos(q>l — tpll)lll‘plll (t — 1) cos(211Ajll-lz) dt

I
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bz = — 0.5A [EU- NZ? +11)% aj, sin(q>, — cpj,) t) dt

Pz0(! " T) = PKT ‘ Ti ' T1)Po(? ‘ T0 " T1')

The expression for E(b2) is

E(/J2) = E(/Ä) + 2E(/hbz) + E(/Ä) [D-7l

The following results were determined

E(b,bz) = 0 [D.8]

E(b2) = 2(Lü)2 ...1. -
I;

ä Ew?) [D 9[2 3R 12RZ i=lI=l ll °

ATs 2 M NR L 2 R+ (——) E 2 E E(¤11)(———···7) ><
2 +1 I=1 [:2,m(k -1)]

1 1) 2(1 —R)2
+ —- + +( R [2vm(/< — l)]2 [2""(R " 1)] )

The value of E(c2) as determined before is

E NE(c2) = [D.10]

l
[

The variance of r,„ is then
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1 1

= 06ET1-l- - L-1§E(2>S SS 3R 12RZ 1=1 am

I¢I'

S S 3R 12RZ i=1I=l ll

EsTs M NS L 2 R+ —·—— E Z E E(¤11)(—··;————·;) ><2 1«=2z= Nk-1+1I=1 [2„„(k -1)]

10R(c0s[21m(-/i—L);1 — 1) 2(1 — R) sir1[2m1(—{Sl-)]
(2 .1. J.+R [21m(k -· 1)] [21m(k — 1)]

1
1

[
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I

„ I

I

TEST)! FNTRAN A1 02/03/87 21:22 0NbI F 80 183 REC3 VA TECH
I

C
C THIS Pähl TESTS T'HE EGJATIGB I DERIVED FM HY TNESIS.C

DGILE PRECISIGI PERRORI55,2),A,P1E ,$?R,$ll1,$NRF1NDGBLE PRECISIW 00.ßLZ ,VAR1,FACTJ ,8I@lL,SlIl2
OGBLE PRECISIGI 0¢lßL1,00.BL3»FAKEJOGSLE PRECISIIII F1,F2,F3
DIIBLE PRECISIGI RELHAGI 201 ,18 ) ,3Iß ,$ll6 ,S.|l5A ,SI.Il5REAL MIIPTHI201)
INTEGER PTHSLF
DIPEOSIGI NI 33)

C
C SPI * BIT EIERGY (EB) / TNERHAL IUISE IVD) (WT IN 08).C
C SLH1 15 LSE!) TO DETERHIPE THE EXPINENTIAL GIANTITY FOR PE.C
C $012 IS lBE0 TO OETERHINE THE VALUE OF PE.C

10(NE • 0
Nll) = 0
ICNTP = 1
P1E * 3.1¢1S92656
$111 = 0.
$112 = 0.
SLII3 = 0.
$1% = 0.
$115A = 0.
SIMS = 0.

SMALLN = $6
R = 1023
N ¤ 32

7 I=1,201. REAM8,910) MHPTHII)
910 FORI'1ATIF¢•.1)

REAO(9,900| IREL|'1AGI1,J), J*1,6I
REAOI9,900) IRELHAGIIJI), K=7,12)_
REAOI9,900) IREU1AG(1,L), L=13,l8)900 FORMATI6F10.6)

7 CQMTIMJE

100 10G'~|€ = IOGIE • 1

REA0 (7,700) (N(1), 1*2,21)_
700 FORHATI 2013)• REA0 (7,800) INII), 1=22,33)

Figure l7. Computer Simulation including Multipath Fadmg
p
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TESTVP FGTRAN A1 02/03/87 21:22 NIX}! F 80 183 RECS VA TECH

800 FON1AT(12I3l

OO 2 I2S10•20
SW S 4. l ( 10.l·I(I2/10.) )
ICGNT ¤ I2 · 9

C OETERHINDB THE VALIE OF ES / (2 S SIGIAI I HAVE:
C
C MIWTH S NIGER OF PATHS IH (NE CIVEN DELAY PROFILE
C RELNAG(I•Jl S ARRAY CINTAINIMS THE RELATIVE AHPLITUOES TO
C THE (NE CHOSEN PATH. EACH RG! CGITAINS THE
C A RELATIVE SOJARE0 HAGHTUOES OF EACH USER IH
C i THE SYSTEH.
C PTYBLF = MRBER OF OELAYS IN THE ZEROTH DELAY PROFILE

mist: • is
'I
C THE FOLLDGIG IS THE ZEROTH (SER SELF-#0ISE TERH SU!.
C

00 8 I•2•PTH$LF , .
SUB ¤ SUB 6 R£LHAG(1•I)

8 CQTINE

C
C THE FOLLOIIPS IS THE INTERFEREICE TERH IIIZURRE0 8Y THE
C FIRST H1 (H/Hl USERS DMEN KS1 IN THE FORHJU FOR ERROR.
C

H1 S N(2)

9 I=1•H1 _
OHPATH = IHT(N.IPTH(I•1Il
00 10 K=1,NPATH
· SLH4 = SLH4 6 REU(AG(I•1•Kl

10 ' CGITIMIE ;
9 CQITIPUE

C
C THE FOLLGIINB IS THE LAST TERH IH THE FORHJLA FOR ES/2 SIGIA
C IT IS THE IDST CIHPLEX TERH OF ALL THE SIHATIGB.
C

v .

A¤2. ¤PIE¤9\ALL.NI(K-1)
N<1 ¤ Nik) 6 1
M2 S MK61)
M 12 ISNCLHKZ

NIPATH = INT(MI1PTH(I•1))
DO 13 L=1•M1PATH

SHSA = $I*(5A 9 REI..HAG(I•1•L)_
1.3 CWTIMJE• 12 CGITIME

Figure l8. Computer Simulation · page 2
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TESTIP FQTRAN A1 02/05/87 21:22 NIDI F 80 185 REß VA TECH

SIG I S.H5 • SB5AlF1IR•A)II2.•1./R•FZ(R•A)•F5IR•A))
11 CIN‘|'!N.£

SIIFINIL/I1/SWOI2.I‘SIß•4.I$ll\4)II1./I5.IR)•1./I12.IRIR))•SB5)

SII1 ¤ 0.
SDB = 0.
Süß ¤ 0.
SüSA= 0.
Sü5 ¤ 0.

C DETERHINIIG THE PRQABILITY OF ERROR:

00 4_J;=1.H-1
FAKEJ = DFLOATIJI
DGBLI I - I FAKEJ / IFAKEJ + 1.) )I SRFIN

ßßL5 I 0E)¢I OGBLJ.) A

VAR: = H • 1.
CGNT2 ¤ H - 1.
IFIJ .LT. 2 )®TD600

6 14=1»J•1 ' '
VAR1IVAR1I·(CGNT2·1.)
CGNT2 I CGNT2 · 1.

6 CXNTIME
GO TO 605

600 VAR1 I CGNTZ
605 IFIJ.LT.1)®TD610

FACT.) • 1.
ICGNZ ¤ 2

650 IFIICG.N2.G‘T.J)®TO6Z0
FACTJ I FACTJ I ICCINZ
ICGN2 • Icmüz • 1” GO TO 650

610 _ FACTJ ¤ 1.
620 BIIGIL I VAR1 / FACTJ

·S.IIZ = SBZ • II-1.)I·IIJ•1) I Müll. I OIIBLS )/ I J • 1)
4 CGITINJE

PERRORIICNTPJ) I I2
PERRORI1CN'I’P•2) I SB2 I I 16. / 51. )
ICNTP I ICNTP • 1
Sü2‘¤ 0._

Z CGTTINE

IF IIDGE .LT. 5) RITO 100

5 I5=1•55
|RITEI10.200) PERRORII5•1).PERRORII5•Z)

l 200 F0ü1ATI1X•T20•F6.2•T40»E15.7)
5 CWTIME

nn• STU

Figure I9. Computer Simulation - page 3 I
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TEST}! FGTRAN A1 02/03/B7 21.:22 Dtßl F 80 1.83 REß VA TEC}

EN)
DGBLE PRECISIG4 FUIZTIQI F1lR„A)

DGBLE PRECISIG4 A
F1- IZIR I/IAIAI

RETLIIN
EMI _
DGBLE PRECISIGI FUCTIQ4 FZIR•A)

¤¤ßLE PRECISICN A•D¤ßL2
DGBLZ = A/R
F2=I10.•RII ¤C0$l¤¢1BL2l-1. I I/I A•Al

RETIIIN_ EPG
DGBLE PRECISIGI FIIIZTIUI }'3IR•A)

DCISLE PRECISICN A•00.ßL2
DGBLZ = A/R
F3 I IZ. I tl. · R) I 0$1NIDG.lLZ)l/ A

RETIIIN
END

I

Figure 20. Computer Simulation · page 4 I
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